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The wonder of Creation
John Feehan
On the 7th of January in the year 1610, Galileo Galilei trained his newly-perfected telescope for
the first time on the planet Jupiter and saw close to it four little ‘stars’, which he carefully
observed in the succeeding days and months, over which time it became obvious that these were
not stars but satellites revolving around the planet as our moon revolves around our planet earth.
This observation inflicted a mortal death wound on one of the pillars of orthodox cosmology,
demonstrating as it did that there is more than one centre of motion in the universe: whether or
not the other was the earth or the sun, as the new astronomy of Copernicus was suggesting.
Earlier this month – July 4th to be precise – we witnessed the culmination of one of the most
outstanding ventures of the human mind and spirit, when the NASA space-probe Juno went into
orbit around Jupiter. Juno had begun its 2.25 billion km journey five years before, on August 5th
2011, and on July 4th it went into polar orbit 4600km above the swirling cloud tops of Jupiter’s
raging atmosphere.1 Its task is to study the composition of the planet and its gravitational and
magnetic fields, and search for clues about its formation and the source of its 600km/hr winds. It
also carries a camera, which will send back the sort of pictures that should send us to our knees
at the sheer wonder of it all.
I won’t be surprised if you didn’t hear much about it, because it barely registered in the news of
the day; it was nothing more than an afterthought on the evening news, which as always is more
concerned with what it considers sensational. When we come in contact with the advance of
scientific understanding, more often than not it is because its application makes money for
someone (think of the smart phone in your pocket).2 It is not grounded in our own experience,
our contact with reality. I will touch more directly on that again later, but for now what I want to
explore is the way in which theology, the science toward which all others tend, for the advance
of which all other branches of enquiry provide the raw material, which should catch fire from
that raw material of enhanced understanding, has scarcely changed since the time Galileo trained
that first telescope on Jupiter and saw four tiny dots in motion around it.
As central in biology – our understanding of what life on earth is all about – as central to
biology as the idea that the earth is the centre of the cosmos was to medieval astronomy: was the
idea that humanity is the focal point of all that has life. And it has been as utterly exploded by
advance in our understanding of the nature of life as geocentric cosmology has been exploded
by modern understanding of what stars and planets are all about. But whatever about the way
our theology fails to get its head around the cosmos revealed by the advance of human
understanding, when it comes to theology’s treatment of life, the advance of human
understanding has almost been ignored.
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Here is what John Haught has to say about it.
To a great extent theologians still think and write as though Darwin had never lived. Their
attention remains fixed on the human world and its unique contents. The nuances of
biology or, for that matter, cosmology have not yet deeply affected current thinking about
God and God’s relation to the world.3
*****

Creation as incarnation: reflections on biodiversity in Laudato si’4
In the fabulous compendium of Irish Early Christian lore and practice known as the Martyrology
of Oengus there is an anecdote about the mysterious St Molua, who lived in the second half of
the sixth century, which recounts how on one occasion Saint Mael Anfaidh was out for a walk
when he encountered a small bird wailing and sorrowing by the side of the road; and as he
wondered what this could mean an angel informed him that ‘Mo Lua son of Ocha has died, and
that is why the living things bewail him, for he never killed a living thing, great nor small; not
more do men bewail him than the other living things do, and among them the little bird that you
see.’5
Many of you will be familiar with the wonderful tale in the life of Ciarán of Saighir, whose first
monks in the wilderness of south-west Offaly in 5th century Ireland where he made his hermit’s
home were fox and badger, deer and wild boar. And of course, we are know about Francis of
Assisi, who spoke of Friar Wolf and made nests for his little sisters, the wild turtle doves.
In the vast and colourful tapestry that is the history of Christianity we find here and there these
flecks of green thread that represent occasional intimations of kinship and compassion between
ourselves and animals, but these threads contribute nothing to the great pageant of creation,
salvation and redemption depicted there. The tapestry is abundantly adorned with plant and
animal life, but only as the backdrop to the great drama that is being enacted centre stage, in
which the actors are human beings, made in the image of God. These others were created in the
first instance to be at the service of mankind, ‘the most perfect of the animals, since in the order
of perfection it ranks highest’, as St Albert describes us: a view of the relationship rooted in the
traditional and mistaken understanding of the infamous verses in Genesis 1 in which God
confers mastery upon us.
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‘Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let them have dominion over the
fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over every creeping
thing that creepeth upon the earth.’6

This view of the relationship between God, ourselves and other forms of life – ourselves alone,
it would appear – created in His image, is copper-fastened in traditional mainstream theology.7
‘Reason has not been given to [animals] to have in common with us’, wrote St Augustine, ‘and
so, by the most just ordinances of the Creator, both their life and their death is subject to our
use.’ In the opinion of Thomas Aquinas: ‘It is not wrong for man to make use of [animals]
either by killing them or in any other way whatever.’8 In more modern vein, the Jesuit
theologian Joseph Rickaby – echoing the traditional view of what creation is for held as firmly
by Martin Luther and John Calvin as by Thomas Aquinas – wrote: ‘Brute beasts, not having
understanding and therefore not being persons, cannot have any rights … We have no duties of
charity, nor duties of any kind to the lower animals, as neither to sticks and stones.’9 And as
recently as 1994 the Catholic Catechism stated that ‘God willed creation as a gift addressed to
man … Animals, like plants and inanimate beings, are by nature destined for the common good
of past, present and future humanity.’10
Down the centuries this understanding of the relationship between God and his creatures has
been graphically represented by images of the Great Chain of Being, which ranked other
creatures below us at intervals that reflected their similarity to us humans, just as it ranked
angels and saints at intervals above, between ourselves and God in his heaven.
But, just as the progress of scientific understanding of how creation actually works has
transformed the way we see the cosmos, and our human understanding of the fabric of reality: so
too, and indeed as part of that broader expansion of the human horizon on cosmic reality in its
quest for God, has it transformed our biological appreciation of what God is about, of how God
is at work in the world.
Central to this advance was the technological progress that made the microscope possible, and
which began to give us new eyes: eyes that can see what has always been before us, but hidden:
we the first privileged to see what (as Thomas Browne put it) had been hidden from all the ages
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before us: central also was the technological advance that enabled us to visit the deepest recesses
of the oceans, the outermost horizons where life is possible.
The two axes around which our biological understanding has been utterly revolutionized can be
described under the headings of complexity and affinity. All that lives is comparably complex
biologically. The cells of other creatures, the building blocks of the body, are no less complex
than our human cells. But just stating it like that gives no sense of how mesmerisingly complex,
on every level that description is possible, every living creature, plant no less than animal, is.
But to be truly overwhelmed by this requires knowledge of biology, the deeper that knowledge
the greater the depth to which you are overwhelmed, and few of us are so privileged …

Biodiversity+and+Laudato'si’++
An appreciation of all of this is the essential foundation for the remarkable passages in Laudato
si’ on the meaning and worth of individual species. It is precisely its rootedness in this essential
biological foundation that gives these passages their unprecedented colour and depth: and it is
only against this background that we can properly appreciate the conversion to which the
encyclical calls us in this regard.
The creatures of the earth were not created in the first instance for us to dispose of as we
will, regardless of their place in God’s plan. They are primarily for ‘the fulfilment of
God’s own unfolding plan for Creation.’ (Laudato si, 53).
Together with our obligation to use the earth’s goods responsibly, we are called to
recognize that other living beings have a value of their own in God’s eyes; “by their mere
existence they bless him and give him glory” (Catechism of the Catholic Church 2416).’
(Laudato si, 69).
Each of the various creatures, willed in its own being,
reflects in its own way a ray of God’s infinite wisdom and goodness.
Man must therefore respect the particular goodness of every creature,
to avoid any disordered use of things. (Laudato si, 69).
Creation is ‘God’s loving plan in which every creature has its own value and significance.’
(Laudato si, 76).
Even the fleeting lives of the least of beings is the object of his love, and in its few
seconds of existence, God enfolds it with his affection. (Laudato si, 77).
Everything is, as it were, a caress of God. (Laudato si, 84).11
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Our meditation upon the meaning of it all is deepened as the progress of understanding of the
nature of creation’s diversity makes it ever clearer to us that creation is not in the first instance
for us. ‘Each creature has its own purpose,’ Laudato si’ reminds us;12 ‘The ultimate purpose of
other creatures is not to be found in us. Rather, all creatures are moving forward with us and
through us to a common point of arrival, which is God.’13 Only such meditation will bring home
to us the depth of truth in which such phrases in the encyclical are rooted.
This meditation begins with attention. Pope Francis speaks of the ‘mystical meaning to be
found’ in the smallest detail (the example he chooses is a leaf).14 He quotes Patriarch
Bartholomew: ‘It is our humble conviction that the divine and the humble meet in the slightest
detail in the seamless garment of God’s creation, in the last speck of dust in our planet.’15 The
(first) passage continues:
The ideal is not only to pass from the exterior to the interior to discover the action of God
in the soul, but also to discover God in all things. Saint Bonaventure teaches us that
‘contemplation deepens the more we feel the working of God’s grace within our hearts,
and the better we learn to encounter God in creatures outside ourselves.’16
Read this again carefully. Traditionally we might perhaps have registered the first part of this
sentence with greater force: ‘contemplation deepens the more we feel the working of God’s
grace within our hearts’; but now we need to register the second part with equal appreciation:
‘contemplation deepens the better we learn to encounter God in creatures outside ourselves.’
But this calls on us to stop where we are and to look, and in the engagement that follows,
sensory, rational and conative, to attend. When Jesus says, ‘Consider the lilies …’ he is saying,
in so many words if we think deeply enough about it, drop everything for a time and come,
follow me in this direction, along this other dimension that takes me through and beyond time.
The injunction to consider the lilies can be a little misleading since for us ‘lilies’ are exotic,
flamboyant flowers in gardens and florists, fit for the altar. But in the Middle East they are the
weeds of the wayside – the Palestinian equivalent of dandelions and daisies and primroses on
the edge of our cultivated fields.

Evolution in Laudato si’
Saint John of the Cross taught that all the goodness present in the realities and experiences of this world
“is present in God eminently and infinitely, or more properly, in each of these sublime realities is God.”
(Laudato si, 234).
Creation is ‘a precious book, “whose letters are the multitude of created things present in the universe”
(Quoting John Paul II). (Laudato si, 85).
The Japanese bishops write of how every creature sings ‘the hymn of its existence.’ (Laudato si, 85).
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A profoundly important aspect of biodiversity that can easily escape our first reading of the
encyclical – and indeed our second or hundredth reading of it – is that this wondrous ‘web of
life’, this rainbow of living diversity, cannot be described in the three dimensions of space.
Indeed, to confine it to these dimensions of the present, and although as such it defies beyond
measure our human capacity to take it all in, is to miss something absolutely central to its
ultimate meaning.
The biodiversity of our age is but a still frame in a moving narrative. We now see that the
mesmerising abundance of life on earth is not defined by the tiny fraction of it that we humans
experience or can experience: the still frame in this moving narrative which is all that we can
experience, our time on earth confined as it is to the last 100,000 years. Although it is possible
to argue that living diversity had reached a peak around the time humans first appeared on earth,
there has been comparable diversity during every period of geological time, always different, the
mesmerising biodiversity of any one period of geological time – which few but palaeontologists
are privileged to wonder at – an efflorescence of hitherto unexpressed embryonic possibility.17
The touch of Laudato si’ on this fundamental fourth dimension and its implications is of the
very gentlest: in Paragraph 80 God’s divine presence ‘continues the work of creation.’ ‘The
universe unfolds in God, who fills it completely’ in Paragraph 233; ‘Faith allows us to interpret
the meaning and the mysterious beauty of what is unfolding’ in Paragraph 79. The gentle touch
of a feather: for all that this is explosive in its spiritual significance it is explored no further,
essentially for reasons of ecclesiastical diplomacy, guaranteed as it is in this age of our
theological infancy to stir up a hornet’s nest of conservative outrage in the church, particularly
in those quarters where Pope Francis is trying to wrestle with conservative opinion in other,
more immediately pressing, issues equally critical to a mature understanding of how God is at
work in the world.
*****

Encounter
The deeper our appreciation – the more closely we come to God’s own delight in his
embodiment in material being: if ‘close’ can ever be an appropriate adjective in discussion of
our relationship with God. This appreciation is always in the first instance sensory and aesthetic,
only subsequently enhanced – and immeasurably so – by the penetrative gaze and grasp of the
intellect and spirit; [[and as our human apprehension deepens on these two levels, conative
(there seems to be other word)]]18: in its hold upon us making us aware of a longing deeper than
deep within us for what is taking possession of us through this presence in my life.
As our appreciation of the beauty and diversity of life grows, so does our understanding of the
utter complexity of every other life form – that each of them is as physically, chemically and
biologically complex as we humans are, each in its unique way. The more we study a particular
group the more we are drawn into the thrill of its being: the more we are drawn into the thrill of
17
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its being: whether it be moths, or flowers, or hoverflies, fishes or birds or snails – to mention a
few of the groups we are more familiar with. The more you attend in this way the more you
come to appreciate these beings as God appreciates them: and such attention is the very core of
worship, and the gratitude that wells up in us is the very essence of Eucharist. ‘This quality of
seeing the world with attentive and loving care is profoundly religious’ writes Elizabeth
Johnson.19 The thrill I get is the faintest echo, the palest reflection of God’s fulfillment in
creation. And it comes to me though encounter with creation: sensory encounter first of all,
augmented and deepened by intellectual encounter: and that is something that grows and
develops through history.
When I immerse myself in this act of becoming acquainted more intimately with birds or
flowers, mosses or spiders: at however far a remove, I experience the breath of the divine as
fully as human capacity is able to. The deeper my intimacy grows the more I come to appreciate
the inexhaustible nature of such experience, the more I sense how infinitesimal a portion of it
any one person can embrace: that it is so inexhaustible it could not be plumbed even if
everybody on earth embraced the privilege of peering into a corner of it.
*****
The koan is not a literary form we associate with the literature of the West: but there are some.20
One of the most profound is in the poetry of Tennyson:
Flower in the crannied wall,
I pluck you out of the crannies,
I hold you here, root and all, in my hand,
Little flower – but if I could understand
What you are, root and all, and all in all,
I should know what God and man is.21
‘If I could understand’; but all of us, in our various ways and to varying degrees, are like the
Peter of Wordsworth’s poem of that name about a man of limited sensibility at the start of the
poem, whose eyes are opened during the course of the narrative; but for whom to begin with,
A primrose by a river’s brim
A yellow primrose was to him,
And it was nothing more.22
We don’t see ourselves in the Peter of the poem’s early stanzas; but then, when did you last
meet someone who sincerely identified with the Pharisee rather than the Publican of Jesus’
parable …
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Incarnation23+
Just as there are intimations of evolution in the way people thought about creation much earlier
than the 19th century, so too this new way of thinking about incarnation is presaged in earlier
theological speculation. One of the foundational concepts of neoplatonism, seen in a more
developed Christian way in the writings of St Thomas, is that all the different forms of being we
see in creation are embodiments of ‘ideas’ in the ‘mind’ of God: but in the mind of God they are
perfect: the archetypes of the beauty to which we respond in creatures. It was part of the
thinking of the philosophers who pondered the Great Chain of Being that, God being what He is,
every possibility would have to be realised, embodied in creation: and indeed this conviction
was behind the search to discover new forms and patterns; and the more deeply continued search
penetrates, the closer we come to an appreciation of the archetypes in the mind of God – or as
close as it is possible for our human mind and body to do so.
And yet: in theology we are held fast in a formulation of what incarnation means that was
welded together to still the speculative theological turmoil that was rife in 325 CE, even
though that formulation is steeped in a child’s grasp of what creation means. We are
reminded of something Charles Raven wrote more than 60 years ago:
We as human creatures limited by our status cannot speak with knowledge of what
transcends our experience: we may lay down certain propositions about the nature of the
Godhead, we may support them by inference and analogy, but it is sinful pride, and great
foolishness, to talk as if we could define the infinite or formulate absolute truth. We must
beware of claiming for our words an ultimate wisdom, an inerrant authority.24

It is worth emphasising again that the spark which inflames the tinder of our human thirst for
God is our physical, emotional and intellectual encounter with creation in the first instance. The
leap of recognition that finds expression in our joy at what we find there is the same for the
spirit of a Stone Age me gazing at the sunset or at shoals of salmon swimming upstream to
spawn, as it is for modern me thrilling to the beauty of the Krebs Cycle or the equations to
which electrons dance, or the newly discovered intricacies of the lives of orchids or bats. And it
is the search that matters, not the explanation we give of what we think we are doing in the
sense of ‘why’ am I doing it.
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There is no substitute for this encounter. It might be thought that with the advance in
technology, the stupendous increase in the sophistication and resolution of computers and
imaging systems, and the advent of virtual reality, it can be substituted by forms of mediated
experience. But such experience is entirely dependent on the natural world itself. Late in the 19th
century the great Belgian scientist and explorer Jean-Charles Houzeau perceptively remarked
that we encounter true novelty only in nature itself; ‘our imagination, as powerful as it seems at
first, is only rich in combination of things that are already known.’
We must preface every attempt to speak of this with acknowledgement of the utter inadequacy
of the words we must use to speak of it, most of all of course the word ‘God’ itself. Creation is
the embodiment of God. This is not to say creatures are God, who is Other and Beyond – though
not in any spatial sense because dimensionality enters the picture only with the coming into
being of material things. Creation is the appearance of God in materiality: the things of creation
on the one hand and the unfolding process that is cosmic evolution on the other. When we
respond to beauty, truth, joy, intelligibility in any facet of creation we are in tune with that
something of God at the heart of it. No wonder we stumble over ourselves here in our attempts
to find words that will fit. Something of God, but the tiniest scintilla, and touched only when we
reach, heard only when we listen. We pick it up with our senses, with our mind, with our spirit.
We may perhaps not recognise it for what it is if our reception is sensual only, or if it is
emotional only, or only intellectual: we receive it through all that we are.
What is the nature of this ‘something’ at the heart of the forms of creation that we respond to
‘intuitively’? St Thomas’ word for it is its ‘light’: ‘the measure of the reality of a thing is the
measure of its light.’25 Ipsa actualitas rei est quoddan lumen ipsius: the reality of a thing is itself
its light.26 But it is utterly beyond our capacity to know the source of that ‘sound’ in itself: ‘We
have no power of perceiving this correspondence by which the formal truth of things is
constituted.’27
This harmony the Pythagoreans and their mathematical disciples in our own day understood in
terms of proportion, of measure; the musician hears it, as sound, it is ‘heard’ by the naturalist in
what is seen and understood: and by all those who experience the consonance which is ecstasy,
whether sexual or athletic, intellectual or spiritual: all different facets of the same something that
is beyond sense or human understanding, but in which, in whom, all these are at once are
embraced.
When we look at the beauty (in all or any of its dimensions: aesthetic or intellectual etc.) we do
not see a reflection of a Creator that is Other, an absent artificer. We see – experience –
something of God. We are in the presence of God. I am with God. I am in God. And God is in
me: as He is in the buttercup or the butterfly – or the spider – my experience encounters and
attempts to embrace. For Thomas each is an expression, an embodiment, shaped by matter and
energy, of an aspect of the beauty of the creator: not merely a reflection in a mirror of some
aspect of the divine.28
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We still don’t have a word for what we respond to at the heart of experienced reality, for what it
is that catches us. Beauty, truth, harmony are aspects of the colour of it, but not the thing itself.
We thrill to the manifestation of creatures: to what they present in themselves when we
encounter them. At times, those rare times when we see with a greater clarity of receptivity, it
can be heart-stopping.
It is G.M. Hopkins’ awe before the hovering kestel:
My heart in hiding
Stirred for a bird, – the achieve of, the mastery of the thing.
Brute beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride, plume, here
Buckle! AND the fire that breaks from thee, then, a billion
Times lovelier, more dangerous, O my chevalier!29
It is the ecstasy of Alfred Russell Wallace’s first encounters with the butterfly Ornithoptera
Croesus:
The beauty and brilliance of this insect are indescribable, and none but a naturalist can
understand the intense excitement I experienced when I at length captured it. On taking it
out of my net and opening the glorious wings, my heart began to beat violently, the blood
rushed to my head, and I felt much more like fainting than I have done when in
apprehension of immediate death!
It is the excitement of Margaret Mee’s vigil as she waits in darkness for the blossoms of the
Amazonian moonflower (Selenicereus wittii) to open, ‘transfixed by its spectral beauty and
extraordinary sweet perfume.’30 It is the compulsion to fall to your knees at the shock of seeing
furze in riotous bloom for the first time, as Linnaeus is reported to have done on his brief visit to
England in 1736.31 It is my own, never-to-be-forgotten, heart-stopping amazement at finding bee
orchids for the first time when I was thirteen. So overpowering is the response flowers can
arouse in us that John Ruskin refused to believe there could be anything functional about their
beauty: or if there was, it was surely secondary.
Nature is much more than the art of God. It is the embodiment of an Artist who is otherwise
incorporeal, immaterial. The materialisation of reality that is creation provides the medium
through which God becomes visible. Something of God ‘materialises’ in every species. In the
words of D.H. Lawrence (no less!):
When from a world of mosses and of ferns
at last the narcissus lifted a tuft of five-pointed stars
and dangled them in the atmosphere,
then every molecule of creation jumped and clapped its hands:
God is born! God is born perfumed and dangling and with a little cup!32
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*****
On several occasions Pope Francis calls for ‘profound ecological conversion.’ The phrase is
lightly skipped over but it is not lightly meant; there is no aspect of the encyclical where the
depth and extent of that ‘profundity’ is more likely to be under-appreciated. Conversion is a
metamorphosis of meaning, and in no other facet of the conversion called for here is this more
demanding or more difficult to get our heads and our hearts around than the true meaning of life
on earth. Nor is it accomplished in a flash; it is not something that is effected once and for all by
being struck from the horse of our complacency, but merely initiated by that dawning of new
insight. It must grow in us from there, in me as an individual over my lifetime, in the community
in which we hold each other’s hands on this new path we can scarcely see, in humanity at large
on this pilgrimage into a distant future where, as only Faith can comfort us, on some level
deeper than our understanding can compass, the lion will lie down with the lamb and all tears
will be wiped away.
But in the practice of our everyday spiritual lives it gives new meaning to the conservation and
restoration of biological diversity. It provides us with an agenda within which our new
awareness is nurtured and advanced, and it has the advantage that it is a secular agenda which
we can share with the broader community and in the process perhaps advance ecumenical
understanding in a way the narrower focus of the churches in this direction might otherwise fail
to do.

The+contribution+of+Celtic+Christianity++
I want now to say a little about the contribution the Early Irish understanding of Christianity has
to being to this process of ecological conversion. In that all but lost earlier tradition too there are
whispers – whispers, no more – of an attitude to the other creatures with which we share this
moment of earth’s time that was smothered in the mainstream Christianity of medieval Europe.
Whispers, to be heard as often as not in those Lives of the early saints we spoke of earlier
because, even though those Lives were written largely for reasons that have as much to do with
the political ambitions of medieval Christianity as with spiritual edification, they are haunted by
these earlier echoes.
Many of the Lives of the early Irish saints are filled with tales that echo early Christianity in this
far-flung corner of Europe, which attempted to graft the Good News of Salvation and
Redemption onto a body of earlier spiritual belief and practice that intuited divinity at the very
heart of the natural world: in such a way that this earliest Christianity was able to develop in a
different direction from that centred on Rome: until the time came when the Roman church felt
itself sufficiently anchored politically and theologically to turn its gaze to this northwesternmost fringe of its reach in order to bring it under properly orthodox control.
But that vision – or is intuition a better word? – that creation is the primal revelation, operative
not for the four or five thousand years of the biblical narrative, but from the beginning, we now
strive to recover, because without it we are lost.
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It is something we need to recover, and integrate into our spirituality with a more mature
understanding of how God is at work in the making of the world. I think there is a hint of what
our attitude to all this needs to be in something H.J. Massingham wrote back in 1943:
The primitive [British] Church expressed [both in their homely lives and their apostolic journeys, both in their works and their habitations,]
something more than beliefs it is customary to call Christian. This something more was a sanctification of the entire world of nature, and if
the form it took appears to us to belong rather to the childhood rather than the adulthood of man, the conception itself is surely as
indispensable for maturity as for youth, for ends as for beginnings.33

Awareness of the sanctity of the entire world of nature is as indispensable for maturity as for
youth, for ends as for beginnings. He went on to say that
If the [British] Church had survived, it is possible that the fissure between Christianity and
nature, widening through the centuries, would not have cracked the unity of western man’s
attitude to the universe.34
And this earliest ‘vision’ or ‘intuition’ we strive to recover is not a matter of doctrine, to be
picked up by reading the right books, attending the right courses or practicing the proper new
rituals; it was a lived absorption in the beauty and pattern, the terror and challenge of the world
that called for acclaim and response.35 It is what is meant in that phrase of the great Catholic
theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar: ‘There is no seeing without being caught up.’
In the ‘lived absorption’ of this earliest pre-Christian vision of nature as sanctified people of that
earlier time were ‘caught up’.
Next to nothing of this pre-Christian vision that the earliest Irish Christianity soaked up survives
on paper. But there are whispers, none more evocative than an incantation, a haunting ritual
chant frozen on a page of that very same Book of Leinster that was complied somewhere around
the year 1160 in the monastery of Clonenagh in County Laois.
The chant is unlikely ever to have been written down before the sixth or seventh century. In the
tradition it is said to have been uttered originally by Amhairghin Glúngheal, one of the Milesian
princes as they lay offshore planning the Gaelic invasion of Ireland. There are numerous various
translations: but none catches the depth of its meaning: it remains essentially mysterious.
Am gáeth I mmuir.
Am tond trethan I tír.
Am fúaim mara.
Am dam secht ndírend.
Am séig in n-aill.
Am dér gréine.
Am cáin.
I am the wind on the sea.
33

H.J. Massingham, The Tree of Life (1943).
Ibid., page 40.
35
Awe and wonder [and terror and pain] are born of this lived absorption, from which we are kep[t at
arm’s length by mediated experience.
34
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I am the ocean wave.
I am the sound of the billows.
I am the seven-horned stag.
I am the hawk on the cliff.
I am the dewdrop in sunlight.
I am the fairest of flowers.
I am the raging boar.
I am the salmon in the deep pool.
I am the lake on the plain.
I am the wind on the sea.
I am the meaning of the poem.
I am the point of the spear.
I am the god that makes fire in the head.
Who explains the stones of the mountains’
[Who levels the mountain?36]
Who speaks the age of the moon?
Who has been where the sun sleeps?
Who, if not I?37
Am: I am. The ‘I’ in the chant is the ‘I’ who spoke to Moses out of the burning bush, about
which I will speak in a few minutes. When Moses asks ‘Who are you?’ God answers (in so
many words), ‘I cannot tell you that because words cannot contain the answer. But if you want
to find me, I will be here, if you know how to look and how to listen. I am a wonder among
flowers, the fairest of plants. I am the hawk on the cliff. I am wind on the sea.’38
Notice, ‘I am the sound of the billows, I am the fairest of flowers’; not ‘I am in the sound of the
billows’: and so, in the new orthodoxy the chant becomes convicted of pantheism; as if our puny
conceptual distinctions can parse the presence of God …
And then, ‘I am the meaning of the poem’: not the words, and not the grammar, and by virtue of
that the incantation being frozen on paper is slowly drained of the life experience that gives it
meaning: as surely as the indescribable beauty fades from the wings of a Morpho butterfly when
it is pinned down in a collection of insects.
*****
We should pause here for a minute to reflect on what is involved in that ‘lived absorption’, about
what is involved in this ‘being caught up’. Being caught up requires on our part an engagement
of attention in the presence of the natural world: a discipline we are increasingly out of the
practice of. Modern life is one long, endlessly-varied distraction: dis-trahere, to draw in the
wrong direction: outwards, away beyond, rather than on that which is close up, to which I can
relate with body, mind and heart in this place.
36

‘Who explains the stones of the mountains’ in another translation.
This is the version used by Chet Raymo in Climbing Brandon. Science and Faith on Ireland’s Holy
Mountain; New York, Walker and Company (2004), p. 74.
38
Echoing the way in which, at the other end of the real, there are no words for the things mathematics
‘describes’.
37
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In this sense, when we go out into the natural world, it is not just a passive receptivity on our
part that is required, but an active alertness. We must be like the five wise virgins in the parable
in Matthew’s gospel, alert for the coming of the bridegroom… 39
But the presence of the bridegroom is more than an arrival. It is on one level a constant presence
that grows over time; on another it is a sense of absence. But there are times when it is a distinct
event that breaks in on us and we are thrilled to the core.
But these exceptional experiences are not out of the ordinary. They arise OUT OF the ordinary,
because things that are ‘ordinary’ are part of the everyday pattern an appreciation of which is the
quest of the discipline that is ecology, or what an ultimate science of ecology should be.
And it is that very ordo in them that catches hold of us.
When Moses meets God for the first time, when the pieces fall into place in his head in such a
way that he begins to see the Task he is set; When Moses met God for the first time he was
wandering in the most ordinary of places. In the elegantly blunt translation of the King James
Bible, he was tending his father-in-law’s flocks on ‘the backside of the desert’, in the foothills of
Horeb, the mountain of God. But he is alert, not day-dreaming, and the presence of God
becomes sensual to him in that most ordinary of things, a bramble bush, that catches fire, which
flames into realization – realization – of the presence of a God hitherto sensed only as absent.
But that presence is always there, waiting for the touch of our attention, even if most of the time
it does not translate into something we can find words for. Every bush is a burning bush, even if
not always aflame.
And, to go back a bit, to that often repeated refrain that for some of you is becoming a mantra,
the alphabet in the discipline of attention to creation is the naming of things: which is not a
matter of the compilation of check lists (how many species did you see today?) but an attitude:
an alertness to the presence of things that may grow from the name of our first acquaintance –
daisy, kingfisher, hoverfly – through the deepening of appreciation that continued attention
brings to a name that is ever closer, if still almost infinitely distant, from the name by which it
knows itself, and by which it is known to God.

39

Matthew 25: 1-13.
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‘Cry of the Earth, Cry of the Poor’: from Chaos to Hope
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From chaos to hope
John Feehan
Sharon (Zayac OP) has spoken about the way randomness and waste are essential elements in
the unfolding of the cosmos, of how pattern is hidden in the swirling molecules, of how the
emergence of the novelty that constitutes the forward thrust of evolution is hidden from us at
every level of the evolutionary advance …
I will add a few thoughts by way of echo.
In the years that followed the death and resurrection of Jesus, the early Christians lived in
expectation of his imminent return. And then, a thousand years later, it was the same again. This
is millenarianism, the belief that God will wrap everything up in a time frame that we can
comprehend, and that He is watching the same calendar as we do, responding to the same
succession of noughts. We are guilty of it all the time, with a small ‘m’ perhaps, but enough for
God to shake his head in exasperation, at my thinking there must be a satisfactory rounding off
of the Great Work in my lifetime, or the life span of the congregation or culture to which I
belong.
But of course, on the morning of January 1st 1001 nothing happened: or rather, nothing
happened that was out of the ordinary: because it is precisely in the ordinary, the everyday that
everything is happening. God does not arrive. God indeed is not just present, where present is an
adjective of time, something added on; God is presence: where presence is a noun. We are, as it
were, like children with no conception of the passing years.
Among the great advances in human cognition is our understanding of time. First – and this can
only have been a few thousand years ago – there was the discovery of history, that time is linear,
not endless repetitions of the yearly cycle that governs the lives of animals and plants, or of
generations, one unchanging after another. And then, secondly, there was the discovery of the
depth of time that began with the early geologists but achieved true recognition only with the
development of modern methods of measuring deep time in physics and chemistry. We can be
nothing but awestruck as we attempt to contemplate the active presence of God among the rain
forests of the Carboniferous period, 330 million years ago, absent the colours of flowers and the
wings of butterflies and birds, and no human mind to wonder where all this is going; the active
presence of God in a Mesozoic era 200 million years later dominated on land, in the air and
beneath the waters by dinosaurs and pterosaurs and mososaurs, and no human eyes to see, to
wonder where are we going to fit into all this since we’re hardly in the picture at all. We can be
nothing but awestruck at what the advance in human understanding has enabled us to grasp of
the active presence of God in the eons of star formation, where there is no comprehensible
inkling of what the possibilities are: impossible surely the blue of kingfishers’s wings or the
scarlet of poppies, not to mention the achievement of the human mind or the smile that lights the
eyes of every soul.
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God’s time is not our time. It’s not that God’s time is so great we can’t get our little heads
around it. It is beyond our human understanding. We can approach it only with the acceptance
that is the smile of the Buddha, allowing our hand to be taken since we cannot know this
impossible way. I find it not at all surprising that for Thomas Merton, after all his years of
praying and thinking and writing, the penny only really dropped a few days before he died in
1968 when he first saw the smile on the face of the great stone statues of Buddha at
Polonnaruwa in Sri Lanka. Looking at these figures he was, he recorded, ‘suddenly, almost
forcibly, jerked clean out of the habitual, half-tied vision of things, and an inner clearness,
clarity, as if exploding from the rocks themselves, became evident and obvious.’40
*****
‘Chaos’ and ‘hope’ are words that slip easily off the tongue, with little reflection, little
consciousness of any need for reflection.
Chaos is disorder, lacking in direction and purpose, despair the only outcome to which it can
give birth. This is how we use it in everyday speech. Chaotic scenes in war, in the airport, in
traffic, in the shopping mall. But this is not what it means in mathematics. It is not what it means
in astrophysics. And it is not what it means in the beginning of which the bible speaks.
In mathematics, pattern emerges out of chaos; pattern is implicate in chaos, though we are
incapable of seeing or predicting it. We are incapable of seeing or predicting it. It is part of the
very fabric of reality. It is the form of matter, to press into new use a pair of terms dear to the
heart of medieval scholasticism. In astrophysics and allied sciences chaos is that initial ‘fireball’
out of which everything comes into being through the evolutionary unfolding the new
philosophy calls emergent probability.
Again, beyond our capacity to see or predict. From the chaos of seething quarks it would have
been impossible to foresee or predict the emergence, indeed the possibility, of atoms, of stars.
Or from atomic chaos that of molecular organisation; from the simple early life forms to which
this gave rise, the possibility of multicellular life in all its mesmerising beauty and diversity;
from the electric circuits of neural activity the emergence of thought or the birth of spirit. That,
in the metaphorical terms that are the only way we can speak of it using human imagery, is the
creation from primeval chaos of which Genesis speaks: else it can only be expressed in any way
to our human minds through mathematics.
We could not have seen or predicted: because this core to reality is not amenable to these merely
human capacities: ‘foresight’ demands seeing, the seeing of our human eyes; ‘prediction’
requires words, things that can be expressed in the framework of language. Only Faith can give
us wings that are capable of carrying us across this abyss. And that Faith, far from being blind,
though it is of course blind in any sense our eyes can see, is grounded in our sense of that deeper
reality, the emergence of pattern, the persistence of direction.
*****

40

The Asian Journal of Thomas Merton, page 233.
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Chaos in history
We cannot see …
But it is something similar, but immeasurably more difficult because so much closer to us, when
it comes to our understanding of the history of life, at the suffering and waste that characterise
its unfolding at every level.
Theology has a big word for this – theodicy – because every theologian must confront it. But we
don’t need theologians to tell us about the challenge to faith in God that evil and pain present.
Nor am I going to add to it. Rather, I will pick up on the waste: the incalculable individual cost
which is the price of evolutionary advance. Only in reflective hindsight can we see in the course
of cosmic evolution a thread of meaning and purpose, a seed that emerges through it all,
characterised by increasing differentiation, greater integration and communion and the
progressive appearance of greater self-creation possibilities (autopoiesis) – all three in
harmonious but necessarily dialectical balance.41 Here is how Cardinal Newman described the
challenge.42
To consider the world in its length and breadth … the tokens so faint and broken, of a
superintending design, the blind evolution of what turns out to be great powers of truth,
the progress of things, as if from unreasoning elements, not towards final causes, the
greatness and littleness of man, his far-reaching aims, his short duration … the
disappointments of life, the defeat of good, the success of evil, physical pain, mental
anguish, the prevalence and intensity of sin, the pervading idolatries, the corruptions, the
dreary hopeless irreligion … all this is a vision to dizzy and appal; and inflicts upon the
mind the sense of a profound mystery, which is absolutely beyond human solution.
What shall be said to this heart-piercing, reason-bewildering cry. I can only answer, that
either there is no creator, or this living society is in a true sense discarded from His
presence … And so I argue about the world;- if there be a God, since there is a God, the
human race is implicated in some terrible aboriginal calamity. It is out of joint with the
purposes of its creator.43
Where is the guiding light? What thread can there be, what star ahead that draws us on towards
what is better, more beautiful, more true? For Newman himself it was his Faith, the spar from
the foundered ship to which he clung in a raging sea.44
That is little different from what Hildegard of Bingen wrote of her time, and little different from
the words we might ourselves use to describe the time of our stewardship. This is what
Hildegard wrote:
Now in the people that were meant to be green there is no more life of any kind. There is
only shrivelled barrenness. The winds are burdened with the utterly awful stink of evil,
41

Reflection on this in my Chapter 6 (Purpose and Design).
Is our time different? It is different in (1) the scale of it; but also in (2) our capacity to counter and
respond, and the sharpness of human focus on what is wrong (all of these have spiritual roots).
43
Newman, Apologia Pro Vita Sua.
44
I would accept the kernel of Newman’s assent I think, but stripped of its Victorian neo-romantic
trimmings and independent of the beauty of his exquisite prose.
42
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selfish goings-on. Thunderstorms menace. The air belches out the filthy uncleanliness of
the peoples. The earth should not be injured! The earth must not be destroyed!
[Even God himself complained – after only ten pages of the Bible’s 1500 pages – ‘that the
wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart
was only evil continually.’45]
But how are we to look with the [‘indulgent’] eye of God on the extravagant, kaleidoscopic
waste of the earth’s resources of this culture to which we belong; how are we to respond to the
way the potential of the advance of understanding that is science is wasted and abused, [as lives
wither and die and minds atrophy in its frivolous and dangerous application.]
How can we do other than fail to see the hand of God in this? But it’s not that we are not smart
enough, but that smart isn’t what it’s all about. This is beyond us. Insofar as our human intellect
can reach into it, it is unacceptable to any conception of goodness we can have. And so, we are
with Cardinal Newman.
What is different in history is that we have been given the means to solve it. By becoming what
we are made and meant to be, as humans, as a species; by becoming who I am made and meant
to be as an individual I make my unique personal contribution to the common task [the
communion of the saints, if you blow all the cobwebs off that antiquated phrase].
This is where reason and virtue come in. And so, all ornament is stripped from Faith and Hope
and Love becomes the only Way.
Against all hope …
Just as the negativity with which we invest the meaning of ‘chaos’ misleads us, so too does the
optimism with which we often invest the word ‘hope’. Hope indeed believes that the outcome
will be optimal, the best, but it does not presume to a preview of its outlines. Nor, any more than
the way in which ‘faith’ is not blind, ‘hope’ is not groundless, because indeed it is ultimately
grounded, grounded in the most radical way anything can be grounded, through its ‘faith’ in that
which is so bright at the heart of all that is, that we can only use the language of darkness and of
contradiction to talk about it.
Elizabeth Johnston cautions us to remember that ‘disorder, random events and entropy are also
characteristic of the universe as science now understands it, and are necessary for the cosmos’s
advance toward novelty and complexity.’46 It is worth reminding ourselves how slow has been
our human progression towards grasping the depth of the order of creation. We must beware the
expectation that we can impose our human notions upon the disorder that is as integral to its
operation as is the order, that it too will then somehow resolve itself into intelligible order of a
scientific kind.
*****

45
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Genesis 6, 5.
Elizabeth Johnston, in Deep Incarnation, page 151.
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As for where we find ourselves in Religious Life today, have we so identified the fulfilment of
God’s plan with particular forms and expressions, particular practice, that we lose sight of the
Path as these disintegrate, unable to see what new forms, expressions and practice – what new
embodiments – there may be. In a way this is not dissimilar to the bewilderment of the
Christians of the early 5th century who – having a few centuries earlier moved from viewing the
Roman Empire as intrinsically in conflict with God’s plan to seeing it as essential to the
framework within which that plan would be advanced – now saw it crumble beneath them. And
out of the blind search in the dark for something to put in its stead was born something not
envisaged till then: monasticism and the desert, over against imperial – secular – history.
The eternal is merely carried upon the shoulders of history, not embodied in any expression of it.
‘The Son of Man has no place where to lay his head.’47
Into what new embodiment will pass the thread, the golden thread of meaning and purpose we
are privileged to hold in our hands we cannot yet discern, and so we must hold fast to it for as
long as that darkness holds: without any diminution in confidence, without becoming
disheartened: [not complacently, forgetful of how much responsibility our own tenuous hold
requires; not judgmentally, failing to appreciate the beauty and goodness in individuals,
achievements and activities that mean little to us …]48
The golden thread … as slender in our day as was the life of a poor carpenter’s son in rural
Palestine in the days of the Roman Empire. It is that thread which transforms the meaning of
human existence; it is what Basil the Great means when he talks of the emptiness of the merely
‘secular’ (Truly barren is a secular education. It is always in labour, but never gives birth’).
The golden thread of God’s intent that was first spun with the birth of stars, from which 10
billion years later as we count time was woven life on earth, and in the fullness of time came
aflame briefly in the person and life of Jesus.
*****
Dominic established his Order to engage in a two-fold crisis in the Christian world of his day: a
radically deficient understanding of Faith among the baptised; and among the educated the
rising influence of a false theology of creation. It is possible to identify a comparable two-fold
challenge in our day, once we make allowance for the passage of 800 years. But at the disposal
of those who attempt to engage the world in following the footsteps of Dominic today is the
profoundly deeper and richer understanding of how God is at work in the world which those 800
years have gifted us with, and which is the catalyst we need in our mission to bring the same
message of Christ through in these same two challenging arenas.
In a way, this is what other words of Hildegard mean for our time (with the appropriate
conceptual adjustment):
47

Luke 9, 58; Matthew 8, 20. ‘A providential understanding of history does not involve a triumphalistic
theology but a theology of hope glimpsed through tragedies and failure,’ hope that enables us to believe
in ‘the thread of sacred history that alone tells us what God is really doing.’ This from Philip Sheldrake.
48
‘With my mouth,’ God says, ‘I kiss my chosen creation. I uniquely, lovingly, embrace every image I
have made out of the earth’s clay. With a fiery spirit I transform it into a body to serve all the world.’
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Humankind, full of all creative possibilities, is God’s work. Humankind alone is called to
assist God. Humankind is called to co-create. With nature’s help, humankind can set into
creation all that is necessary and life-sustaining.
*****
The virtues among which we must anchor ourselves as part of our include a ‘poverty’ that
enables us to be without distraction, allowing us to attend.
And so we are returned to the Encounter with creation we share with every soul that is born on
earth, encounter as individuals and in community, however different the words and concepts in
which we attempt to explain it, variously articulated by different levels of intellect at any time,
and limited by the period of history and culture that conditions our vocabulary: constantly
reminding ourselves what Thomas Aquinas had to say about the difference between me, with my
qualifications and all my devices, and the least educated poor parishioner at the back of the
church: that difference being as nothing compared with the difference between both of us and
the reality of which we speak, to whom we pray.
TO BE FOLLOWED WITH HANDOUT ON ‘A WALK IN THE GROUNDS.’
To the extent that each person can feel like a naturalist, the old excitement of the
untrammeled world will be regained. I offer this as a formula of reenchantment to
invigorate poetry and myth: mysterious and little known organisms live within
walking distance of where you sit. Splendor awaits in minute proportions.
Edward O. Wilson, Biophilia (1984), page 139
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